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SUMMARY

The increasing use of parallel/distributed applications demands a continuous support to take significant
advantages from parallel power. This includes the evolution of performance analysis and tuning tools
which automatically allows for obtaining a better behavior of the applications. Different approaches and
tools have been proposed and they are continuously evolving to cover the requirements and expectations of
users. One such tool is MATE (Monitoring Analysis and Tuning Environment), which provides automatic
and dynamic tuning for parallel/distributed applications. The knowledge used by MATE to analyze and
take decisions is based on performance models which include a set of performance parameters and a
set of mathematical expressions modeling the solution of the performance problem. These elements are
used by the tuning environment to conduct the monitoring and analysis steps, respectively. The tuning
phase depends on the results of the performance analysis. This paper presents a methodology to specify
performance models. Each performance model specification can be automatically and transparently
translated into a piece of software code encapsulating the knowledge to be straightforwardly included in
MATE. Applying this methodology, the user does not have to be involved in the implementation details of
MATE, which makes the usage of the tool more transparent. Copyright q 2011 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, the demand for high-performance computing has increased significantly. Scien-
tists have to solve complex problems involving large volumes of data with complex operations
over them. In this context, parallel/distributed computing has emerged to provide the compu-
tational power required to overcome these problems. However, developing parallel/distributed
applications is a difficult task since it requires the usage of parallel programming models and
communication libraries. Moreover, it involves some additional aspects, such as synchroniza-
tion, concurrency, scalability, and decomposition, which determine the correct behavior of the
application [1]. In addition, the performance of applications is a crucial issue, and therefore a
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high degree of expertise is required to program an efficient application that takes full advantage
of parallelism. Furthermore, given the frequent heterogeneity and/or the dynamic characteris-
tics of the systems, even experts in the field have to face the optimization or tuning process
with the aim of improving the application and its behavior. The above mentioned determines
different kinds of parallelism users, depending on their knowledge and experience in the field. This
determines the necessity for counting with tools covering the different abstraction levels. Fortu-
nately, along the years different approaches have been proposed and many tools have appeared
to assist users in some phase of the optimization process: monitoring, performance analysis, or
tuning. Here we summarize some of these tools showing the experience that is required from
a user.

First, a variety of monitoring and visualization tools appeared [2–5]. However, although they
facilitated the task of the user in collecting information, the user had to be responsible for the
analysis of such data to make decisions in how to improve the application. Then automatic analysis
tools appeared in order to exempt the user from being an expert in performance analysis [6, 7].
Finally, the tuning tools tended (and they still do) toward the automatic and dynamic introduction
of changes in the application without the users’ intervention [8]. Although the tools intend to make
the users’ task easier, the analysis is based on a single execution of the application and the tuning
changes are post mortem, preparing it to improve future executions. Thus, decisions made as a
consequence of performance analysis are only useful in case the application is always executed
under the same conditions: homogeneous system, data (application input) and/or exclusive system
resources.

The dynamic tuning approach is especially suitable for heterogeneous or time-sharing execution
environments, due to monitoring, analysis, and tuning are executed on the fly with the aim of
adapting the behavior of the application to the current conditions of the system. There exist
different tools implementing this approach [9–11]. The main differences among them are related
to the monitoring and tuning technology, and the knowledge representation used to analyze the
performance of the application: fuzzy logic, heuristics, history, or performance models. In this
paper we focus on MATE (Monitoring, Analysis and Tuning Environment) [12–14], a dynamic
and automatic monitoring, analysis and tuning environment based on performance models. MATE
provides certain advantages when tuning an application: the application does not have to be
reimplemented with extra source code for the monitoring purposes since MATE automatically
instruments the application on the fly. Moreover, the performance analysis is relatively concise
because it is based on the evaluation of a series of mathematical expressions rather than on a
complex kind of search.

The knowledge represented by each performance model is encapsulated in MATE as a
‘tunlet’, i.e. a piece of software which condenses the logic to tune a particular performance
problem, indicating what to monitor in the application, how to evaluate the collected informa-
tion, and what to change, when, and where. Although MATE and other dynamic tuning tools
are very useful, the lack of transparency is common to all of them. In general, the user has
to get involved with the techniques and technologies used by the tool, whether for directly
instrumenting the application (Active Harmony [10], Autopilot [9]) or for preparing the instru-
mentation process (PerCo [11] and MATE). In the particular case of MATE, until now, the
inclusion of knowledge has been manual and dependent on the implementation of the tuning
environment. This restricted the usage of MATE since users had to know its implementation
details. In this paper we concentrate on the transparency of the performance model specifica-
tion in MATE. We present a methodology proposed to make easier the task of including the
performance models into MATE. We defined a set of abstractions to represent the elements
of the tunlet and a series of steps to conform the corresponding specification. We defined a
tunlet specification language and developed a translator to automatically create a tunlet from a
specification.

In the following section we document MATE in more detail. Section 3 presents the proposed
methodology to transparently include knowledge in MATE. Section 4 shows a complete simple
example of the usage of this methodology. Section 5 presents results related to the effectiveness
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of MATE and the usefulness of the proposed methodology to automatically create tunlets. Finally,
Section 6 draws the conclusions.

2. MATE

MATE is an environment which provides dynamic and automatic tuning for iterative parallel/
distributed applications. The steering of the application comprises three different phases: monitoring
the behavior of the application, performance analysis using the collected information, and tuning of
the application. All these phases are continuously and automatically executed on the fly. The main
goal of this tool is to improve the performance of an application, by adapting it to the changing
conditions of the system. In this way, the user is exempted from manual application tuning. MATE
includes several components which cooperate among them to control and improve the execution
of the application. The main components are the following:

1. Application Controller (AC) is a daemon-like process which controls the execution of indi-
vidual application tasks. It is responsible for monitoring (dynamic instrumentation and creation
of events) and tuning. These functionalities are implemented by the Monitor and the Tuner
modules, respectively.

2. Dynamic Monitoring Library (DMLib) is a shared library, which is dynamically loaded in the
application tasks. It is used to perform data monitoring and collection.

3. Analyzer carries out performance analysis of the application. In addition, it decides what
have to be monitored (to obtain the necessary metrics to evaluate the performance) and tuned
(to improve the behavior of the application according to the conclusions obtained after the
performance analysis). From a functional point of view, the Analyzer is divided into two main
parts:

(a) Dynamic Tuning API (DTAPI) which constitutes the interface of the Analyzer module to
communicate with the Monitor and Tuner modules. DTAPI provides the Analyzer with a
global view of the application, the tasks and the events, and encapsulates all the low-level
issues related to controlling the execution of the parallel application.

(b) Tunlets, where each ‘tunlet’ may be defined as a software component which describes
a particular performance problem of a running application. It provides the logic that
indicates how to evaluate the behavior and modify the execution to improve the appli-
cation performance. Each tunlet should use the DTAPI to allow the Analyzer module
to communicate with AC and DMLib. The Analyzer is responsible for managing the
application by invoking monitoring and tuning actions that are provided by a tunlet.
Tunlets constitute the core of the tuning approach of MATE in terms of representation of
knowledge.

The collection and processing of monitoring data is carried out in a distributed-hierarchical
manner to avoid the analysis process from being a performance bottleneck. In this way we also
go toward making MATE scalable. This approach is explained in detail in [14].

In addition to its tuning properties, MATE is provided with a framework for the development
of Master/Worker applications [15, 16]. MATE provides a set of ready-to-use tunlets defined in
terms of framework-related performance problems (the measure points, performance functions, and
tuning points depend on the framework classes). Therefore, every application developed using this
framework can be automatically tuned by those tunlets. This represents a great benefit especially
for non-expert users: they can develop their Master/Worker applications considering high-level
abstractions, without entering into communications and synchronization details. Moreover, they
can also automatically tune these applications according to the problems the tunlets can overcome.
At the moment, MATE offers only the Master/Worker framework [17], but in the future, we expect
to incorporate new programming models, skeletons and tunlets to tune a wider range of parallel
applications.
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When MATE is used, the run-time changes of the application, for both the monitoring and
tuning processes, are implemented via the dynamic instrumentation library DynInst [18]. MATE
and its approach have been previously presented in detail in [12, 14].
2.1. Tunlets

Tunlets are the core of the dynamic and automatic tuning approach implemented by MATE as
they provide the knowledge required to improve the performance of parallel applications. Each
tunlet defines and implements a particular tuning technique, i.e. the logic to overcome a particular
performance problem encapsulating the knowledge about this problem. The general structure of a
tunlet includes

1. Measure points which indicate what must be measured in the application to be able to
evaluate its behavior. This definition includes values of variables, parameters, function returns,
timestamps, etc.

2. Performance functions are mathematical expressions which determine how to evaluate the
collected information in order to detect bottlenecks.

3. Tuning points/Actions/Synchronization indicate what, where, and when to change in the
application execution with the aim of adapting its behavior.

At this point, an obvious question is: how to determine a performance model? In general, parallel
applications follow a parallel paradigm, such as Master/Worker or Pipeline [19]. This fact provides
us with an advantageous situation as for each parallel paradigm we can indicate a set of well-known
performance problems. In the case of the Master/Worker paradigm, it presents two serious prob-
lems: load balance which depends on the characteristics of the environment where the application
is executed and on the applied assignment strategy (complete or on demand) and the number of
workers, which depends on the volume of data to be processed, the computational power and
the communication cost. In the case of the Pipeline paradigm, it presents problems related to
load balancing. Every stage in the pipeline may have a different volume of computation, and in
consequence the throughput is determined by the slowest stage of the pipeline.

Such kinds of performance problems are already modeled, for example in [20–22]. Therefore,
a person who wants to analyze the performance of the parallel application can use these already
available mathematical models or he/she can develop a new particular performance model, if
necessary. In both cases, the considered model may constitute a piece of knowledge that can be
included as a tunlet in MATE.

As an example of a performance model, we consider the one presented in [20] that defines a
tunlet for a Master/Worker framework associated with MATE. This performance model offers the
means to calculate the optimal number of workers for a Master/Worker application:

Nopt=
√

�V +T c

tl
(1)

where Nopt represents the number of workers needed to minimize the execution time. This expres-
sion was obtained by deriving the expression that models the execution time of an iteration, in
order to minimize it. The expression is defined as a function of computing time (T c), total data
volume (V ), latency (tl), and bandwidth (�). For this example, T c, V , tl, and � constitute the
performance parameters of the model which can be calculated using the measurements provided
by the inserted instrumentation. The application is instrumented in different points that represent
the variables and values which allow the collection of the required information. Given that MATE
is based on event tracing, the measure points are captured and associated to events along the
execution time. For example, in the case of V , it is calculated as

∑
(vi +vm), where vi represents

the size of the tasks sent to each workeri , in bytes, and vm represents the size of the answer sent
back to the master for each worker, in bytes. For this model, if the application is not developed
with the framework provided by MATE, the measure points depend on the implementation and
the names of the variables in the application. Considering the names of the variables, functions,
parameters, etc. of the framework source code, the value of vi can be obtained from the variable
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Figure 1. Basic operation of MATE based on the tunlet knowledge.

NumTuples which indicates (in the sending action of the master process) the number of tasks sent
to the worker i . In addition, we need the variable called TheWorkUnitBytes—which indicates the
size in bytes of each task—to multiply by the cumulative addition of every NumTuples. In this
case, vi must be captured when the master sends tasks to the workers. The value of vm can be
obtained from the variable NBytes, used by the master process to indicate the size of the answer
received from each worker.

Once the application is developed, the performance model determined, and the tunlet prepared,
the application may pass to the tuning process. Figure 1 illustrates the execution of the application
under MATE. When the execution of the application under MATE starts, the tunlet indicates to
the Analyzer the set of measure points that are required by the model. The Analyzer forwards the
requirement to every AC (distributed over processors where the application is being executed).
Consequently, the corresponding instrumentation is automatically inserted online in the code to
capture events as the entry of send and receive functions. Such events will also contain the values of
TheWorkUnitBytes, NumTuples, and NBytes to calculate V . Then, during the execution of iteration
i the Analyzer receives event records related to such iteration generated by different processes and
the tunlet is notified. The tunlet classifies and examines the set of received event records, with the
aim of extracting the necessary measurements. When all the information about iteration i has been
received and processed, the tunlet evaluates the performance functions according to the behavior
of the application along the iteration i . In the example, the tunlet evaluates the Expression (1) to
determine the optimal number of workers according to the current conditions. If the tunlet detects
a performance bottleneck, it decides if the performance can be improved considering the existing
conditions. If so, the tunlet informs the Analyzer about the possible improvement. Consequently,
the Analyzer requests the corresponding tuning actions. A request determines what should be
changed (tuning point/action/synchronization) and it is sent to the appropriate instance of AC,
for being managed by the Tuner. In the example, the tuning action will indicate that the value of
the variable controlling the number of workers needs to be changed. The tuning actions required
by the tunlet will improve the execution of the following iterations. In general, the execution of
the application and the tuning actions of MATE are not explicitly synchronized, meaning that
the application does not stop its execution (although there are some cases in which the user can
determine a synchronized tuning at the expense of the idle time waiting for the insertion of the
modifications), but MATE is changing the application on the fly. Consequently, when the tunlet
makes a decision regarding iteration i , the application is executing the iteration i+1, and the
improvement of the tuning action will be effective at iteration i+2. The dashed arrows in the
rounded dashed square (tagged ‘MATE’) of Figure 1, conceptually show the elements required
directly by the monitoring, analysis, and tuning phases provided by the tunlet.

2.2. Inclusion of the knowledge in MATE

Given that the purpose of the paper is to present a methodology for transparent knowledge spec-
ification, it is important to indicate how the performance knowledge inclusion was previously
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managed. MATE may tune performance problems at different layers and consider diverse tuning
approaches. The provided possibilities of the usage of MATE determine a trade-off between level
of abstraction, benefits, ease of use, and required user knowledge. With respect to the tuning layers,
we have distinguished different layers of the application that can be tuned: application-specific
code, standard and custom libraries (API+code), operating system libraries (API+code), and use
of hardware resources. For some layers we have many common information and hence we can
extract well-defined bottleneck representatives for many applications and define their solutions.
In other cases, it is required to provide the knowledge about the specific application problems
and solutions since there is no information about the potential application bottlenecks. Note that
due to incomplete application information, dynamic tuning of unknown applications is difficult,
or sometimes even impossible. Generally, the performance analysis might not be performed effec-
tively without knowledge about what the application does. Dynamic modifications of unknown
application structures are complex, may appear as dangerous and hence, must be done very care-
fully. In other words, tuning of the application code is the most complex task, due to the lack
of problem-specific knowledge. Each application-specific implementation may be totally different
and there might be no parts common for many applications although they provide the same func-
tionality. The upper the layer, the more specific the information about the application required,
and conversely, the lower the layer, the more generic the information available. Summarizing, this
constitutes the main motivation of this work: the necessity of simplifying and making transparent
the use of MATE when a specific problem has to be tuned.

With respect to the tuning approaches, MATE offers mainly two of them:

• Automatic approach: When there is no available information about a particular application,
just generic performance problems may be treated. In this case, the tunlets are predefined
and included in MATE, particularly considering information non-dependent on any specific
application. In this approach the user is not involved in the tunlets preparation/programming
but he/she only uses them. Thus, this approach is very suitable for non-expert users in
performance modeling and tuning, at the expense of being constrained to a determined set
of predefined tuning techniques. The generic performance problems considered may rise at
different library levels. In this case, the often tackled problems are related to the operating
system or library levels. From a more specific point of view, when the applications are devel-
oped using the framework included in MATE for Master/Worker applications, the typical
problems of Master/Worker parallel programming model—such as problems with communi-
cations, synchronization, and decomposition—can also be tackled. Figure 2(a) illustrates this
approach representing the usage of MATE as a black box. The user is only responsible for
the application development, but he/she does not have to worry about the performance model
determination nor the tunlet creation.

• Cooperative approach: More specific problems can be tuned when the user provides informa-
tion about the application. In this case, the user must prepare the application for the tuning
process (e.g. re-declare certain variables as global or write some part of the code as a function)
and define an application-specific knowledge to model what to measure, how to evaluate it,
and what to change to improve the execution time. Therefore, the user has to develop the
corresponding tunlet, i.e. to implement the performance model that tunes the problems of
the application. This approach is much more flexible than the previous one, given that any
problem can be tackled. However, this flexibility requires a high degree of expertise in parallel
programming and developing performance models. Moreover, the user has to provide the
performance knowledge as a tunlet, which implies being familiar with the implementation of
MATE, in particular with the DTAPI that a tunlet must use to be incorporated in MATE. In
Figure 2(b) we illustrate this approach representing the involvement of the user in providing
MATE with new knowledge.

Each approach has advantages and specific constraints that determine the degree of flexibility
in the usage of MATE. The ideal solution would be to combine direct and transparent usage of
MATE with the flexibility to incorporate the knowledge for the treatment of any performance
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Figure 2. Different approaches to use MATE: (a) automatic approach; (b) cooperative
approach; and (c) cooperate to automate approach.

problem. To achieve this goal, it is necessary to have an abstraction mechanism that works as
the interface between the information possessed by the user and the MATE environment. The
implementation details of MATE should be hidden and therefore made transparent for the users,
which would relieve them from the programming responsibility. In Section 3, we present a method-
ology proposed to provide such an approach, making easier and transparent the cooperation
between the users and MATE. The complete methodology provides the easier knowledge repre-
sentation, automatic creation of tunlet code, incorporation into MATE, and reusability for other
applications.

3. TRANSPARENT INCLUSION OF KNOWLEDGE IN MATE

In this section we present a new approach to include performance knowledge in MATE: the
‘cooperate to automate approach’. It includes a methodology to automatically develop tunlets
from a given specification and constitutes an interface between the user and MATE in which the
implementation details are transparent. In Figure 2(c) we illustrate this new approach. As in the
automatic approach, MATE is used as a black box, the user does not directly use DTAPI to create
a tunlet. However, the user is responsible for providing the information related to the application
and to the performance model necessary to automatically create the tunlet. Clearly, it demands a
cooperation of the user—similar to the cooperative approach. However, the advantage is that the
user works at an abstract and descriptive level rather than at a programming and implementation
level. Figure 3 extends the previously explained approach, indicating the user’s point of view.
Let us suppose a particular parallel application with some specific performance problem. In many
cases it is possible to overcome the problem or reduce its negative effects in order to improve the
application performance. As mentioned in Section 2, MATE uses an effective and fast approach
based on performance models, i.e. a set of expressions describing the performance problem. As
the figure shows, the user only needs to determine the performance model to be specified and
he/she has to provide the necessary information about the parallel application in order to define
the elements required by the specification of the corresponding tunlet. Once the tunlet specification
is complete, the creation of the tunlet is performed automatically. Therefore, the performance
problem can be tuned by using the tunlet incorporated in MATE. In summary, the user has to
cooperate to automate the creation and use of the tunlet.

In the subsequent subsections, we present the abstractions utilized to specify a tunlet, the
methodology to provide a tunlet based on a performance model, the defined tunlet specification
language, and the tunlet generator. For simplicity reasons, in Section 4 we provide only a simple
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Figure 3. Development of a tunlet basing on its specification.

example of the usage of this methodology. Results related to the example presented in Section 2.1
are described in Section 5. More details of the experimental results of the methodology can be
obtained from [13].

3.1. Abstractions and terminology

The basic terminology used here is related to the philosophy of MATE in terms of functioning and
knowledge representation: MATE acts to overcome performance problems. Fortunately, there is
a set of well-known performance problems which are mathematically modeled. The performance
models define the optimal behavior of the application and are mainly defined by two elements.
On the one hand, the performance parameters which are needed to evaluate the expressions that
represent the behavior of the application; these are the ‘mathematical’ variables involved in the
evaluation of the performance functions. On the other hand, the performance functions, which
express how to evaluate the performance parameters. In general, the results of the performance
functions are used to determine the solution to the existing problem, i.e. how to improve the
application execution time.

The three elements that each tunlet must provide—measure points, performance functions, and
tuning points/actions—are defined considering the performance model of the problem to solve
and the corresponding information about the application to interpret the parameters and functions
of the model. Therefore, to provide the required knowledge to MATE and to be coherent with the
DTAPI we define the following abstractions (see Figure 4):

1. Actor: In general, each parallel application has different kinds of processes executing in
parallel and cooperating to solve the problem. Each kind of process or task in the programming
model, constitutes a different actor. For instance, in the Master/Worker model, master and
worker are two different actors.

2. Event: It is the mechanism used by MATE in order to collect information about the application
behavior. Events are captured at the entry or exit points of functions and they provide all the
required information, for instance, timestamp, event place, and data volume.

3. Variable: It is a global variable of the application. A variable may be needed to obtain its
value or change it.

4. Value: It is a value assumed by a parameter or the result of a function. Similar to the variables,
values are useful to obtain information or to change such values.
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Figure 4. Abstractions in the application.

5. Attribute: It is a piece of information related to a particular entity. Actors and Events are the
entities that may have a set of associated attributes. These attributes represent information
related to the entity, which is used to determine the value of performance parameters. For
instance, let suppose we want to know the computing time of each actor in a Master/Worker
application. Then the master and each worker have to be provided with an attribute ‘ct’ for
storing the corresponding computing time. An example of an attribute associated to an event
could be the timestamp when it occurred.

3.2. Methodology

Once the abstractions required for the knowledge provision have been defined, we briefly present
the methodology a user should follow in order to define a tunlet. The methodology includes a series
of steps to identify or/and interpret the previously defined abstractions in a parallel application
and in a performance model utilized to improve the application behavior.

1. Providing a performance model. Given an application with some performance problem, the
user has to determine how to model such a problem. The performance model may be a
previously defined one or can be an ad hoc model defined by the user. In the first case, if the
already existing model has been included in MATE, the user has to reinterpret such a tunlet
according to the application, or he/she can directly use the tunlet in case the application was
developed using the Master/Worker framework included in MATE. In the second case, i.e.
when the user is involved in developing a performance model, a higher degree of expertise
is needed, but we can suppose that if somebody turns to parallel computing, she/he has to
be conscious of the ‘collateral’ problems the parallel application may present, and should be
willing to dominate a certain set of concepts related to the parallel paradigm.

2. Understanding the performance model. The understanding of the model is a basic requirement
as the model has to be interpreted according to the application. The user should concentrate
especially in the study and in understanding the relevance and semantic of each performance
parameter. As mentioned before, the performance functions are defined over the parameters;
then if the user understands the semantic of each performance parameter, he/she will be able
to interpret them in the application, and hence, the performance functions will be provided
with all the required measurements to evaluate the application behavior.

3. Interpreting the performance model. This step—interpretation of the model—and the
following one—identification of the actors—are closely related and interdependent, and
hence, they could be done in parallel. The user has to determine the entities in the application
that embody each performance parameter, i.e. how to provide each parameter with its
semantics. In this step the user has to define the events to be captured and the information
associated to them.
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(a) Identifying the information/variables/values. According to the semantic of each param-
eter, the user has to determine how to obtain its value, which events correspond to it and
what kind of information they should contain. A special consideration is needed with
variables: those variables that are read to obtain their value or to be changed, have to be
global variables. Thus, this may require some adaptations in the implementation of the
application, redefining variables as global, as well as using auxiliary global variables.

(b) Identifying the events. According to the semantic of each performance parameter (or some
group of parameters), the user has to determine the entry and exit points of functions
that have to be caught, i.e. the points in the application code that will provide the
required information. Sometimes—especially when the required information is related to
timestamps—the user will be forced to encapsulate some parts of the functionality of the
application into functions in order to set the limits of the required points of execution.

4. Identifying the actors in the application. The user has to abstract the actors involved in the
application, i.e. the different kinds of processes cooperating during the execution.

3.3. Tunlet specification language

In the previous sections we defined a set of abstractions and a methodology to specify a tunlet based
on the performance model knowledge required by MATE. To help a user in a tunlet preparation
process, we propose a mechanism to formalize such a conceptual definition of a logic about
the possible solutions to a performance problem and to transform it into a tunlet. Therefore, we
define a Tunlet Specification Language that helps users to develop a tunlet without entering into
the implementation details of MATE. However, this language must consider the fact that MATE
provides its DTAPI to incorporate the required knowledge. Summarizing Section 2, tunlets have
to obey DTAPI, and hence the specification language must cover all the necessary elements to
automatically generate a tunlet from a specification. In this paper we present the language in a
general way, complementary details are documented in [13]. Our study on how to define the Tunlet
Specification Language has been centered in the following aspects:

1. How to capture the information. We had to consider the methods provided by DTAPI to
instrument the application, in particular, the properties which define an event.

2. How to manage the collected information. When an event is inserted in a process, a handler
has to be determined to manage the event when received by the Analyzer.

3. How and where to store the information. Each tunlet manages a data structure for each
iteration. In such a structure, the information collected is stored according to the nature of
the information: information about actors or iteration.

4. How to modify the application. Similar to the insertion of monitoring instrumentation, we had
to consider the methods provided by DTAPI to introduce modifications in the application, in
case a tuning action is required.

The information encapsulated in a tunlet comes from two different and complementary sources:
a performance model which provides the knowledge to tune a performance problem and the
information about the application to interpret such a performance problem. Thus, the performance
model determines three sections in the specification: measure points, performance functions, and
tuning points/actions, while the application information provides the components to embody the
performance model. From the point of view of the application we need to be aware of

(a) the programming model it follows, i.e. how different kinds of processes or actors are involved
in the scheme,

(b) the variables or values we can manipulate, both to get their values or to change them, and
(c) the functions whose execution we need to detect to collect the information and send it as

events.

As we can see, the variables, values, and events in the application are closely associated to the
measure points of the tunlet, because they constitute the interpretation of the performance model.
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In this way, we divided the specification into three different sections, which we describe in the
following subsections.

3.3.1. Measure points. The measure points section embodies the largest part of the specification,
as it condenses all the information about the application, the programming model and all the
parameters of the performance model. The user must define:

1. The actors of the programming model. The tunlet needs the information about the actors of
the application because each type of process may have different instrumentations inserted
depending on the nature and role in the programming model. According to DTAPI, when a
process is registered in the Analyzer, the tunlet must provide the location of the points in
the code and discriminate what kind of instrumentation should be inserted. Therefore, it is
necessary to declare the name of the actor, the class in which it is included or defined, and
the name of the executable file. Moreover, some additional information is required from the
tunlet point of view:

(a) The minimal and maximal quantity of this type of actor that can be executed. It is needed
to generate the structures that manage the behavioral information of each process during
the successive iterations.

(b) A completion condition to detect when the actor reached the end of its work during
an iteration. This is necessary to check if every process finished before evaluating the
performance functions.

(c) The actor’s attributes, i.e. the properties that should be registered in each iteration; for
example for a worker, to catch the computing time along the iteration could be interesting.
The attributes are normally used to calculate the value of other attributes or performance
parameters.

2. The variables and values which can be instrumented or tuned in the application. For each
of them a user must declare: the name and the data type, according to the declaration in the
application; the type of the element: a variable, a parameter, or a function output; and the
actor that has visibility of it. In general, these variables and values are used in defining
the attributes of the specification elements as events and actors. The details (type, actor, etc.)
are needed to locate them in the code and transmit them correctly.

3. The events to capture, such as entry or exit points of functions. Each event is defined by its
name, the actor it is associated with, the place in the source code (entry or exit point of a
function) and a code in case the event must be used to control the beginning or the end of an
iteration. For each event it is also necessary to determine its utility, i.e. if the event must be
always caught or if it is an addable or removable event. This is because some instrumentation
could be added or removed from the application according to the current conditions of the
system. Thus, utility may assume three different values: always, addable, removable. Certain
attributes—variables or values measured when an event occurs—may be associated to a
particular event. For example, the quantity of bytes sent can be a required metric generated
when an event for the exit of a sending function occurs.

4. The parameters of a model that are treated as attributes of the performance model, whose
values are generally calculated as a certain function of the attributes of actors or events.
Although these parameters could be omitted in the tunlet, because the performance functions
may obtain the values directly from the attributes of the entities, it is convenient to respect
the parameters of the performance model to avoid mistakes in the interpretation.

5. As MATE was designed to tune iterative applications, it is necessary to indicate to which
iteration the collected information is associated. Communications could cause a gap between
the instant in which the information is sent and the moment in which it is received by
the Analyzer. Therefore, to avoid inconsistencies, we require an additional section in the
specification to collect information about each iteration. It includes an attribute to indicate the
current iteration, and then all the additional information necessary to describe the behavior
of each iteration, according to the performance model.
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In general, all the elements in the specification with a set of attributes, must declare for each
attribute its name, the data type, the initialization value and the way its value must be calculated in
each iteration. Finally, if the attribute depends on another attribute or event it should be expressed
to maintain the coherence in calculating values.

3.3.2. Performance functions. Considering the performance functions, they must be defined in
C/C++ language. The user writes the functions’ code using C/C++ and these functions will be
recognized as the performance functions of the tunlet. Each function will be the value assigned to
a tuning point or to an intermediate calculation. Any library needed to implement the functions
should be declared in the include section.

3.3.3. Tuning actions/points. There could be different tuning actions to modify the behavior
of the application: to modify the value of a certain variable in a determined process
(SetVariableValue), to replace every call to a certain function by a call to another function
(ReplaceFunction), to insert a new function call with its attributes (InsertFunctionCall),
to eliminate every call to a certain function (RemoveFunctionCall), to call a certain function
once during the execution (OneTimeFuncCall), and to change the value of a parameter in
the entry of a function, before the body of the function is executed (FuncParamChange). All
the information about a tuning action, i.e. what to do, where and when, is encapsulated as a
tuning point. Therefore, for each tuning point it must be declared the kind of action (one of the
previously enumerated), the identifier of the entity to be managed (the name of a variable or a
function), the value to be assigned, a condition to apply the tuning and additional information
about synchronization on the appropriate execution place to apply the tuning action.

XML
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Specification

Tunlet.h Tunlet.cpp Stats.cppStats.h

Tunlet
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Figure 5. Phases in the generation of a tunlet from a specification.
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3.4. Tunlet generator

Once the tunlet has been specified, it is possible to translate such specification into source code.
As part of this work, we developed a translator that supports the creation of a determined tunlet
from a specification. The translation process to obtain the source code of the tunlet includes several
steps, which are illustrated in Figure 5 and is briefly described here.

Let s0 be the specification of a tunlet written by the user. In the first place, during the lexical
analysis, s0 is translated from its original text format into an equivalent XML [23] specifica-
tion (s1). Second, s1 is preprocessed to solve the dependences among attributes and events through
the specification with the aim of obtaining a new XML specification (s2) without inconsistencies.
In the last step, s2 is used as the input of the source code generation process. The informa-
tion to conform the source code of the tunlet is obtained from the different sections of s2. We
implemented this translator using several tools: Flex [24] for the lexical analyzer, an XMLDom
program [25] for the preprocessor, and several XSLT stylesheets [26, 27] for the source code
generator.

Note that the generation process includes several steps, but the user is only involved in the
definition of the specification. From that specification it is possible to generate the source code.

4. SIMPLE EXAMPLE

In order to clarify the functioning of the proposed methodology, we present a simple example of
a tunlet specification. Let us suppose that we have the parallel application presented in Figure 6.
The application consists of two kinds of processes: Process 1 (P1) and Process 2 (P2). Figure 7
shows a diagram of activities between both kinds of processes. Dashed lines represent the time
line. Every iteration starts with a brief period of initialization. After that, P1 divides the set of data
to be processed into two parts. One portion is sent to P2 and the other portion is processed by P1.
When P2 finishes the reception of the data, the computing phase starts. When all the data have
been processed, the results are sent back to P1. After a brief phase of finalization of iteration, for
example to gather all the results, it starts the next iteration.

Let us suppose now that the performance of this application is poor because the application
execution lasts too long. The user may want to analyze howmuch time is wasted in communications.

Process_1

Data dt,dt1,dt2,rs,rs1,rs2
int i

Initialize(Data d);
   //Initialize data
Finalize(Data r, Data r1, Data r2);
   //Final processing of results
DivideData(Data d, Data d1, Data d2);
   //Divide d into d1 and d2
Send(Data d);
   //Send d to Process_2
Receive(Data r);
   //Receive r from Process_2
Data Process(Data d);
   //Process d and return the results

main()
{
    while(i<n){ //while(!end)
        Initialize(dt)
        DivideData(dt,dt1,dt2)
        Send(d2)
        rs1=Process(d1)
        Receive(rs2)
        Finalize(rs,rs1,rs2)
        dt=rs                  }
}

Process_2

Data dt,rs

Send(Data d);
   //Send d to Process_1
Receive(Data r);
   //Receive r from Process_1
Data Process(Data d);
   //Process d and
   //return the results

main()
{
    while(!end) {
        Receive(dt)
        rs=Process(dt)
        Send(rs)   }
}

Figure 6. General view of a parallel application.
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Communication

Communication

Computing

Computing
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Figure 7. Diagram of activities and iteration time calculation.

Then, the user has to provide the mathematical model of the execution time of an iteration.
Note that for this example we consider a slight difference between ‘mathematical model’ and
‘performance model’. In Section 2, we introduced the three elements conforming a performance
model: the measure points, the performance functions, and the tuning points and/or actions. The
evaluation of expressions of performance in terms of measuring points can decide the appropriate
tuning action to solve the problem. To simplify this example, we will not consider the various
possibilities to overcome the bottlenecks nor improve the execution time. In other words, we
are not considering the tuning points and/or actions, but we only analyze the time spent in
computing and communications. It is clear that the analysis is not enough to improve the application
performance if the program is not modified accordingly. This is the simple reason why we talk about
mathematical model instead of model performance. In the following subsections we analyze this
example.

4.1. First and second steps: Providing and understanding the model

In a scheme like the one presented in Figure 7, it is possible to calculate the total time of an
iteration by adding the computing time and the communication time of such iteration. Let us
suppose that T f oo(x) represents the time spent during the iteration x to execute the f oo function.

The execution time of the iteration i t can be determined as follows: TEx(i t)=TComp(it)+
TComm(it), where TComp(i t)=TIni(i t)+TProc(i t)+TFin(i t) and TComm(i t)=TSend(i t)+TRecv(i t)
where

• TIni comprises the initial treatment and configuration, previous to the parallel processing.
Similarly, for TFin we consider the final treatment made over the processed data.

• TProc comprises the time in which the processes are processing the data.
• TSend comprises the time spent on sending messages, whenever this time is not overlapped
with computing time.

• TRecv is the time spent on receiving messages.

In order to effectively calculate each one of the components of TComp and TComm we can
consider the instants of the entries and exits of different methods or functions. Let Entry( f oo) and
Exit ( f oo) be the functions to obtain the initial and final instants of a function f oo. Considering
this particular example, the mathematical model may be interpreted and expressed as shown in
Figure 8. Although in this complete example we provide the model, some preexisting model
could be used. In general, the use of a preexisting model provides more sense to the second
step of the methodology. Clearly, in this example the parameters to be considered are entries and
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Figure 8. Mathematical model of the iteration time calculation.

exits of functions. They allow for the calculation of necessary time intervals. As we provide the
performance model and explain all the required elements, we put both steps of the methodology
(providing and understanding the model) together. This is why the second step of the methodology
(i.e. the understanding of the model) is not elaborated as a separated section.

4.2. Third step: Interpreting the performance model in the application

Although the proposed mathematical model was developed ad hoc for this simple application, we
have to determine the required measure points. In other words, in order to calculate each one of
the components of TComp and TComm we have to determine the points in the application code that
allow for the necessary calculations. Considering Figure 7, we represent the instants of the entries
and exits of different functions as ix . According to Sections 3.1 and 3.2, events are entities which
allow for capturing timestamps and additional associated information if needed. We define the
corresponding events to capture the timestamps of entries and exits (the bold text represents the
name of each event):

• TIni can be obtained from the substraction between the exit of the DivideData() function and
the entry of the Initialization() function (in the example of Figure 7, TIni = i3−i1):

◦ Event Div Dat Exit: actor: p1; place: exit of Divide Data(); attr: timestamp;
◦ Event Init Entry: actor: p1; place: entry of Initialize(); attr: timestamp;

• TFin similar to the previous case, for TFin we consider Finalize() action (in the example,
TFin = i10−i9):

◦ Event Fin Exit: actor: p1; place: exit of Finalize(); attr:
timestamp;

◦ Event Fin Entry: actor: p1; place: entry of Finalize(); attr: timestamp;

• TProc is calculated by considering the time the first process starts the processing of its data
(in the example, the entry of Process() for P1) and the time the last process finishes the
processing of its data (the exit of Process() forP2) (in the example, TProc = i7−i4). The order
in which the data are processed cannot be ensured, and hence we have to instrument the
Process() function of P1 and P2. Once the events are captured, some comparisons have to be
carried out to determine the order of execution:

◦ Event Proc Exit: actor: p1,p2; place: exit of Process(); attr: timestamp;
◦ Event Proc Entry: actor: p1,p2; place: entry of Process(); attr: timestamp;
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• TSend is the time spent sending messages, whenever this time is not overlapped with the
computing time (in the example, TSend = (i4−i3)+(i8−i7)):
◦ Event Send Exit: actor: p1,p2; place: exit of Send(); attr: timestamp;
◦ Event Send Entry: actor: p1,p2; place: entry of Send(); attr: timestamp;

• TRecv is the time spent receiving messages (in the example, TRecv = i9−i8):
◦ Event Recv Exit: actor: p1,p2; place: exit of Receive(); attr: timestamp;
◦ Event Recv Entry: actor: p1,p2; place: entry of Receive(); attr: timestamp;
Note that in the example, interval (i5−i4) is not considered as part of TRecv because it is
overlapped to TProc .

Then, by capturing these events, we can obtain the timestamp of the entries and exits of different
functions as the code is executed, which will allow us to calculate the total time of an iteration.

4.3. Fourth step: Identifying the actors in the application

In this example, from Figures 7 and 6 we can distinguish the existence of two different kinds of
actors: Process1 and Process2. Process1 executes a bit of computing, but is mainly devoted to
manage and coordinate all the work, while Process2 is devoted to process the received data and
send back the results. Clearly, these processes have a different functionality, which turns them into
different actors. It is important to identify them as separated actors, as each one of them need to
be instrumented in a different way according to the required measure points. For each one of the
actors we have to determine some properties and associate the collected data as the corresponding
attributes:

• Process1: name: p1; class: none; executable file: Process 1; completion condition: exit
of Finalize() (Exit(Finalize)); attributes: timestamps of Entry(Initialize), Exit(DivideData),
Entry(Send), Exit(Send), Entry(Receive), Exit(Receive), Entry(Process), Exit(Process),
Entry(Finalize), and Exit(Finalize).

• Process2: name: p2; class: none; executable file: Process 2; completion condition: exit of
Send(); attributes: Entry(Send), Exit(Send), Entry(Receive), Exit(Receive), Entry(Process),
Exit(Process).

The property class is none, as this simple example is written using C language. If it had been
written in C++ we would have needed the name of the class. At this point of the methodology, the
user must formalize all this information using the Tunlet Specification Language, to automatically
generate the tunlet. Finally, he/she will use our generator to automatically create the tunlet code.

4.4. Formalizing the specification

In this section we formalize the specification of some of the entities previously determined. The
specification obeys the syntax of the Tunlet Specification Language presented in Section 3.3. For
simplicity, we only concentrate on one actor: the p1, presented in Figure 9(a). For this actor we
formalize the identifier, the minimal and maximal amount of them along the iteration (in this
simple example only one), the completion condition (in this case determined by the end of the
Finalize() method), and finally the class and the executable file where the actor is stored. Following
that, we enumerate the attributes of the actor. One of the attributes is TInit, which is initialized in
0.0 (inic:TInit=0.0;) without dependencies (depinic:none), and whose value is determined by the
timestamp of Event Init Entry. This explains the value of the attribute dependency, which during
the translation step will indicate that the value of TInit has to be assigned when the tunlet handles
the event Event Init Entry. Given that there is only an actor of kind p1, the information is stored
in the record of p1[0]. Let us now consider the specification of Event Init Entry. In Figure 9(c)
we highlight that the event is captured in the code of actor p1, and that it indicates the starting
of a new iteration (controliter=begin). The event Event Init Entry has an associated attribute to
indicate which iteration has just started. This attribute takes the value from the variable called i
whose specification is provided in Figure 9(b). The event Event Init Entry together with the event
Event Div Dat Exit illustrated in Figure 9(d) (in particular their corresponding timestamps) allows
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       :Event_Div_Dat_Exit
       :p1
       :no
       :always
       : Divide_Data
       : Process_1
       : exit

       :Event_Init_Entry
       :p1
       :begin
       :always
       : Initialize
       : Process_1
       : entry

i

       : p1
       :1
       : 1
       :/#comp==1#/
       : none
        /home/paola/pvm3/bin/LINUX/Ej/p1

       comp
       :/*When the Finalize() method
                        finishes, the value of comp is set to 1,
                        which indicates the completion of the
                        iteration.*/
       : int
       :/#comp=0;#/
       :none
       : /#p1[0].comp=1;#/
       : Event_Fin_Exit

      :TInit
       :/*instant in which Initialize starts*/
       : double
       : /#TInit=0.0;#/
       :none
       :/#p1[0].TInit =
                       Event_Init_Entry.timestamp;#/
       :Event_Init_Entry

       TDivData
       :/*instant in which DivideData finishes*/
       : double
       : /#TDivData=0.0;#/
       :none
       :/#p1[0].TDivData =
                       Event_Div_Data_Exit.timestamp;#/
       :Event_Div_Dat_Exit
       
       :TEntrySend
       ...
      :TExitSend
       ....
       :TEntryRecv
       ...
       :TExitRecv
       ...
       :TEntryProcess
       ...
       :TExitProcess
       ...
       :TEntryFin
       ...
       :TExitFin
       ...

(a)

       :T_Ini
       :double
       :/#T_Ini=0.0;#/
       :none
       : /#T_Ini =
                     (p1[0].TDivData -
                        p1[0].TInit);   #/
       :none

       : i
       /* current
                        iteration*/
       :asVarValue
       :int
       : p1

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure 9. Extracts of the specification: (a) actor specification; (b) variable specification; (c) event specifi-
cation; (d) event specification; (e) parameter specification; and (f) performance function specification.

for calculating T Ini, the model parameter specified in Figure 9(e). The value of T Ini is calculated
according to the values of TInit and TDivData, two attributes of actor p1. Finally, in Figure 9(f),
we formalize the main expression of the model, which allows for calculating the execution time.

These extracts of specification release the user from being directly involved with the specific
implementation of MATE. Considering this simple example and this reduced set of entities specified
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class p1_Data
{
  public:
    p1_Data();
    void Set_comp(int c);
    void Set_TInit(double t);
    void Set_TDivDat(double t);

...
    double Get_comp();
    double Get_TInit();
    double Get_Set_TDivDat();

...
    bool IsComplete ();

  private:
    int comp ;
    double TInit ;
    double TDivDat ;
    double TEntrySend;

...
    double TExitFin;
};

bool p1_Data::IsComplete ()
{
  return (comp==1);
}

void p1_Data::Set_comp(int c)
{
  comp=c;
}

int p1_Data::Get_comp()
{
  return comp;
}

(a)

(b)

enum possibleEvents
{
  Event_Init_Entry = 1,
  Event_Div_Dat_Exit = 2,
  ...
  Event_Recv_Entry= 10
};

(c)

Figure 10. Extracts of source code related to the specifications—Declaration of data and events: (a) data
of p1; (b) some methods of p1 Data; and (c) names of the events to capture.

void SimpleExampleTunlet::Insert_p1_Events (Task & t)
{
  // EVENT_INIT_ENTRY
  // Attribute List for Event_Init_Entry
  Attribute InitEntryAttrs [1];
  IterationStartsAttrs [0].source=asVarValue;
  IterationStartsAttrs [0].type=avtInteger;
  IterationStartsAttrs [0].id="i";
  Event InitEntry (Event_Init_Entry, "Process_1::Initialize", ipFuncEntry);
  InitEntry.SetAttribute (1, InitEntryAttrs);
  InitEntry.SetEventHandler(*this);
  t.AddEvent(InitEntry);

  // EVENT_DIV_DAT_EXIT
  // Attribute List for Event_Div_Dat_Exit
  Event DivDatExit (Event_Div_Dat_Exit, "Process_1::Divide_Data", ipFuncExit);
  DivDatExit.SetEventHandler(*this);
  t.AddEvent(DivDataExit);

  ...
}

Figure 11. Extracts of source code related to the specifications—Instrumentation of the application.

in Figure 9, the user is exempted from programming the corresponding source code, parts of
which are presented in Figures 10–13. In the first place, the attributes of the actor p1 and the
corresponding methods to set and get them have to be declared (Figure 10(a)). In Figure 10(b)
we present the implementation of some Set/Get methods. In second place, an enumeration of the
possible events has to be provided. In this case, Event Init Entry and Event Div Dat Exit constitute
the first and second elements of the enumeration possibleEvents (Figure 10(c)). Additionally, the
events have to be created, registered with the EventHandler process (in general the tunlet constitutes
the EventHandler) to determine which process will receive and process it. This is illustrated in
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void SimpleExampleTunlet::HandleEvent (EventRecord const & r)
{
  IterData * data = FindIterData (_lastIterIdx);
  switch(r.GetEventId ())
  {
    case Event_Init_Entry :
    {

data->Get_p1(0).Set_TInit(r.GetTimestamp());
_lastIterIdx=r.GetAttributeValue(0).GetIntValue();
break;

    }
    case Event_Div_Dat_Exit :
    {
      data->Get_p1(0).Set_TDivDat(r.GetTimestamp());
      break;
    }
    default:
    {

break;
    }
  }//end switch
}

Figure 12. Extracts of source code related to the specifications—Management of the received events.

void SimpleExampleTunlet::Update_T_Ini (double t)
{
  IterData *data =FindIterData(iterIdx);
  T_Ini=data->(Get_p1(0).Get_TDivData()) - (Get_p1(0).Get_TInit());
}

int  SimpleExampleTunlet::T_Ex( )
{
  return (T_Comp + T_Comm);
}

Figure 13. Extracts of source code related to the specifications—Treatment of
model parameters and functions.

Figure 11, where we summarize the two events considered in this section. Note that in the case of
the Event Init Entry, the variable i is associated as an attribute. In the third place, the EventHandler
has to be provided with the functionality to process each kind of events, as shown in Figure 12.
Finally, Figure 13 shows how to calculate T Ini and T Ex.

5. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In the previous section we presented a simple and easy to understand example, which does not
depend on any application implementation, but is useful to explain the complete methodology. In
this section we briefly present some results of usefulness and effectiveness of MATE to automati-
cally tune parallel applications using the proposed methodology. The transparent creation of tunlets
from specifications relieves the programmer from being involved in the implementing details of
MATE and the management of the collected information. To conduct our experiments, we consid-
ered a performance problem presented by Master/Worker applications: the amount of workers
according to the computational work and the load balancing of the application. We focused on
the performance model presented in Section 2.1. These are critical problems especially in time-
sharing or heterogeneous environments, as the number of workers should be adapted depending on
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Table I. Execution times of the application by itself and under MATE, in ms.

Experiment Execution time

Application—1 worker 64 487
Application—2 workers 34 611
Application—4 workers 18 087
Application—8 workers 10 372
Application—16 workers 11 834
App. under MATE (tunlet created using DTAPI) 10 923
App. under MATE (tunlet created from specification) 10 887

the changes in the system. These experiments were conducted using an NBody application. The
execution environment was a homogeneous cluster of Pentium 4, 1.8GHz connected by 100Mb/s
network, with SuSE Linux 8.0 as operating system.

First, we only executed the application without any change and without the intervention of
MATE. We measured the execution times when the application was executed in 1, 2, 4, 8 and 16
machines. Second, we executed the application under MATE in two different scenarios: in the first
place, we implemented the model of the optimal number of workers [20] using DTAPI of MATE to
create a corresponding tunlet; in the second place, we implemented the same performance model,
but in this case we followed the proposed methodology to specify and create the tunlet.

In both scenarios the execution started with a unique worker, and then the number of workers was
tuned according to the load in the system. The load pattern in the system was variable, but controlled
and was the same for each experiment. We can divide the analysis of the results into two parts:
benefits of using MATE for application tuning and effectiveness of the automatically generated
tunlet. Considering the first part of the experimentation, in a general view of the results presented
in Table I, we can observe the benefits obtained when the application is executed under MATE. The
execution times under MATE are comparable to the best time obtained when the fixed number of
workers is 8. However, when the application is executed under MATE, the computational resources
are used only when they are really necessary, making a more efficient use of the whole system.
The second part of the experimentation, in a particular comparison of the two last experiments, we
can appreciate the effectiveness of the tunlet created from the specification. We can see that there
is no additional overhead introduced into the application execution comparing both tunlets—the
tunlet developed by hand directly using DTAPI and the specified and automatically generated one.
As the proposed methodology is devoted to facilitate the use of MATE to improve the execution
performance rather than to improve the code performance, this is a very important result given
that the user obtains the same benefit in tuning the application working at a more abstract level.
The complete reasoning to create this tunlet may be referred in [28].

6. CONCLUSIONS

In many scientific fields, parallel/distributed computing provides the necessary power to solve prob-
lems faster. In this work we have treated a very important aspect of high-performance computing:
the transparent tuning process of parallel applications. In particular, we have focused on MATE
which provides dynamic and automatic tuning of parallel applications, based on performance
models implemented as tunlets. Until now, if users wanted to use MATE to tune their applications,
they had to program the corresponding tunlet considering the requirements and implementation
details of MATE. In this work we have proposed and developed a particular extension of MATE in
order to expand, improve, and facilitate its usability. We have transformed the MATE environment
into more transparent tool for the users. We have given the user the possibility of improving
the application performance in a simple way without the typical efforts related to the C/C++
implementation.

We have proposed and developed a methodology to automatically generate tunlets from spec-
ifications. The user only defines a set of abstractions taking into account information about the
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application to interpret the performance model under consideration. Some of these abstractions are
the actors in the application (i.e. the different kinds of processes co-executing in the application),
the events and information to be collected, the performance parameters, and the tuning points. For
each entity the user has to provide some information, such as data type, location, and name. These
abstractions have to be formalized to constitute the specification, i.e. they must be written using the
Tunlet Specification Language. In addition, we have developed and coded a translator to transform
a given specification into a tunlet code. The whole methodology considers the requirements of
MATE, i.e. the API that tunlets have to follow to work within MATE. Our approach constitutes
a very promising way to extend the use of MATE, so that users can specify or reuse different
performance problems for different applications. They will not be restricted to tunlets provided
a priori by MATE nor involved in the implementing details of MATE. Furthermore, we have
shown the effectiveness of MATE to tune applications and the comparability of the results between
the manual and the automatically generated version of the tunlet. Transparency of MATE is a
quality necessary to make MATE a more useful and user-friendly tool. The proposal and develop-
ments presented in this work attempt to provide MATE with such characteristics. Although several
improvements remain to extend and improve MATE, we established the basis to provide users the
possibility of using MATE in a transparent way for the tuning process of parallel applications.
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